Identification of alpha 2-macroglobulin conformational intermediates by electron microscopy and image analysis. Comparison of alpha 2-macroglobulin-thrombin and alpha 2-macroglobulin reacted with cis-dichlorodiammineplatinum(II) and trypsin.
Human alpha 2-macroglobulin (alpha 2M) exists in two well defined, highly distinct conformations and in less well described intermediate conformations. In this study, previously characterized reactions were used to partially or completely transform the conformation of alpha 2M. Electron micrographs of each preparation were subjected to image analysis. Ternary alpha 2M-trypsin (2 mol of trypsin/mol of alpha 2M) was analyzed as a control for the fully transformed state. Correspondence analysis (CORAN) and hierarchical ascendant classification (HAC) generated five image clusters from 330 aligned alpha 2M-trypsin complexes. Average images of each cluster resembled the letter "H" with four nearly equivalent lateral arms. Abnormally shaped lateral arms were not demonstrated by HAC, using a variety of factor sets. In a native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis system, alpha 2M-thrombin migrated in a diffuse band partially behind alpha 2M-trypsin, suggesting conformational heterogeneity. CORAN and HAC of 733 alpha 2M-thrombin complexes identified two neighboring clusters, the average images of which showed an H-like structure in which one arm was replaced by a globular stain-excluding body. The two alpha 2M-thrombin clusters included 125 images (17.1% of image population). The complete absence of atypical lateral arm structure in the alpha 2M-trypsin clusters suggests that this variation is not the result of orientation or staining artifact. Native alpha 2M was reacted with cis-dichlorodiammineplatinum(II) and then with trypsin to form alpha 2M-Pt-trypsin, a preparation that includes partially transformed alpha 2M structures. CORAN and HAC of 580 alpha 2M-Pt-trypsin complexes generated five clusters, the average images of which showed atypical lateral arm structure equivalent to that demonstrated with alpha 2M-thrombin. The five alpha 2M-Pt-trypsin clusters accounted for 15.2% of the image population. These studies suggest that alpha 2M conformational change intermediates demonstrate common structural characteristics, permitting an elucidation of the steps involved in this complex transformation.